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Suicide is one of the most prevalent ways people die all over the world. When 

someone chooses this route, what is the duty of the media? Reporting the details, but 

not too much to offend viewers is a constant push and pull. This case study, published 

by iMediaEthics on February 24, 2017 is titled Australian newspaper breaks suicide 

reporting guidelines. 

Case Study Narrative and Facts 

This case study is about ethical ways of reporting on suicides in newspapers and 

other media. This issue has been accumulating attention and severity since the drawn 

out and public coverage of the infamous Robin Williams’ suicide. This study focused on 

an Australian newspaper disrespectfully and grotesquely reporting on a woman who 

died by suicide from jumping with her two year old son off of a cliff. A tabloid, 

Courier-Mail, in Brisbane, Australia published a photo of the police officer next to their 

bodies while also explaining in great detail about the precise location and other private 

details about this woman. The story originally was published by The Telegraph, a British 

newspaper, and was written by Ben McClellan. A media website (iMediaEthics) reached 

out to McClellan to ask him if he was aware of proper suicide reporting protocol, but 

they received no answer from him or the Telegraph (Smith, 2017). 

 There was a complaint filed against Courier-Mail that an interviewed 

councilperson confirmed, but there was no complaints filed on the original piece written 

by Telegraph. When questioned more about if they found this to be ethical reporting, 

they diverted their comments and said the information was somehow useful to the story 

and claimed it wasn’t their problem because they did not write the original article. 
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iMediaEthics still claims that it is the reposting publication’s responsibility to properly 

report or change content to make it correct based on press council regulations, 

regardless if the first story was wrong. The ultimate fear of this report being so detailed 

and highly publicized was that it would push an increase in suicide rates. In a similar 

case prior, reporters also disclosed too much and iMediaEthics and other practitioners 

found that these cases with intense details aren’t relevant to public interest, but rather 

hurt more people, and overall aren’t needed in publication (Smith, 2017).  

Dilemma 

The dilemma is it worth the public knowing more rather than the family having 

privacy and a grief period? The journalist’s story over the private details of an intimate 

and sorrow filled time for the families involved. The facts are they reported details about 

the case found in her car, her last note, and the precise location she was at. Other facts 

are that there is a certain protocol for reporting suicides that can easily be found online. 

However, these protocol can be somewhat subjective to each journalist.  

Values 

This case is significant because it is happening world-wide. Also, because 

suicide rates rise when people see others doing it. It is significant because we as 

journalists, advertisers, and other people of the media can help control this epidemic. 

We can push for more information that is productive to public health and interest, 

instead of hindering it. The values present in this case are both non-moral and moral. 

Non-moral values present are rules set by the Press Council, but also that the 

publications are expected to not offend anyone in the public. Moral values present 
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involve maintaining the family privacy and not harming (or potentially harming) other 

people through the publication. Moral values also include reporters giving correct and 

accurate information, however. Because there is both non-moral and moral values 

against one another, there are also principles in conflict.  

Principles 

The principles in conflict are humaneness and stewardship. Humanness is 

important because it's the value of not doing harm (or more harm) to others. 

Stewardship is important because it emphasizes in this case the lack of supervision on 

proper suicide reporting. They are in conflict because a journalist ultimately wants to 

have the cover story and it be most effective. A family who has just lost a member to 

suicide, however, wants their space and time to grieve away from the media.  

The conflict comes from the ability to have both of these things happen 

simultaneously. They also are in conflict because to follow humaneness is to remember 

that they too are a human. They too were a person with a family and friends. This 

conflicts with stewardship because reporting is based on managing information 

properly. To a journalist, they want to publish a story and give information as much as 

possible even though it may not be protecting the person and topic it is about. To 

protect more people from possibly committing suicide also should outweigh the need for 

a deadline. These come into conflict because each set of people has certain needs and 

wants, but both can’t be met equally.  

Stakeholders 
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The stakeholders in this case are vast and wide. Ultimately the three main 

stakeholders are the victim’s family, the government, and the network or publication 

releasing the information. First, the victim’s family is a huge stakeholder simply because 

it is their name in the press, and their emotions on the line. They are a key stakeholder 

because it is their reputation and will be the first to be scrutinized for the death of their 

family member. Another important stakeholder is the government. It is the government's 

duty to serve their citizens. It is their duty to provide resources to struggling people as 

well as to reach out to other big influencers to help change the suicide rates. Lastly, the 

news organization is an important stakeholder because ultimately it is their reputation 

and careers on the line for the story. It’s their job to report what is happening, but also 

they are faced with the constant decision of running or not running with a story. These 

stakeholders ultimately all have a heavy hand in the decision of reporting the suicide 

and if so, how.  

Interview 

When asked, Nancy Stillwell, a veteran and ex news reporter for WLUK in Green Bay, 

WI and now professor at Blackhawk Technical School, stated that she had dealt with 

many cases like this. “As a news person when someone dies you report on on it... 

particularly when it’s someone important or a celebrity.” She said the main reason it is 

reported on is because people are curious, it’s just about how much detail you give 

them; “you don’t want to do a how-to manual on killing yourself.”  She said that reporting 

a suicide, at least for TV, is generally a case by case basis on what gets reported. An 

example Stillwell gave for when they did choose to report a suicide was: 
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There was one time we [WLUK] reported on a guy who accidentally hung himself  

while performing auto erotic asphyxiation, or in common definition suffocating 

yourself to get a high. Originally it was reported as a suicide, but when the real 

cause came out the family was upset and tried to stop the story because a report 

of a suicide was more dignified. 

With that shocking story, she stated that one of the honest factors that go into choosing 

whether to run a story or not, as bad as it sounds, “[is] if it is really horrific” but ultimately 

it’s a push and pull of who to worry about pleasing.  

As a media practitioner it’s always the goal to please the “number one 

stakeholder; the viewers”  To please those people media may choose to show more 

gruesome content later at night when viewership is generally older, or on restricted 

places. Overall, content has generally shifted away from showing the horribly gruesome 

photos. However, Stillwell also stated that “Some photographers say that even the 

horrific stuff tells a story and it’s someone's life. That we owe it to them to tell their story 

and what's going on with their life, even as they die.” This is important because even 

though their death is tragic and details can become grotesque, journalists and 

photographers owe it to the publics they serve (N. Stillwell, personal communication, 

April 26, 2017). 

 

Philosophical Approach 

Legal Paternalism can be reflected in this case study quite well. Legal 

paternalism is defined by Bivins as “we have the obligation to protect others from harm” 
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(2009, p.96). It also is our obligation to protect others from what could possibly happen 

in the future. This ties eloquently with limiting reporting to try to not perpetuate others to 

also commit suicide. The goal of this approach is to make judgements about what is 

really good reporting and what is clearly not. Suicide reporting becomes a fine line 

because as Stillwell said earlier, people want to know current news. This then becomes 

a problem because to potentially not harm anyone else, coverage must be limited or 

censored. This concern actually comes under fire in America and other high 

individualistic countries. Ironically, some view the media as not being paternalistic 

enough and reporting only what people want to hear instead of what they really should 

be hearing. 

Social Responsibility vs. Libertarianism 

This case ties closely with social responsibility as well. The idea of social 

responsibility is to take care of people. However the line is never clear of how to serve 

them and if serving them to what degree is necessary. Bivins states, “the decline in the 

public desire for so-called ‘hard news’ in favor of ‘soft news’... may be an indication of 

how strong the economic imperative impinges on the concept of social responsibility. 

(2009, p. 29)” People are wanting less graphic and harsh news, but rather prefer 

something nice that is borderline entertainment. This however can become a problem 

because then the media is tailoring to the audience instead of reporting the real raw 

account of what has happened. For suicide social responsibility is a huge factor 

because it has become sensationalized and not taken seriously in reverence to the 

public. 
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Literature Review 

While doing some other research an academic study done in Australia on the 

rates of reporting suicide in conjunction with suicide rates in Australia was found. They 

discuss what researchers call the “copycat effect”, where people see others committing 

suicide so they are more inclined to do so as well. The study is based off of an older 

study, but they started in 2000 and found a causal correlation to front page news stories 

and suicide rates thereafter. They took precautions to make their findings more accurate 

than previous studies by having a certain criteria and rating of the constant variable 

criteria in each question about media reporting. They then compared this to actual 

statistical suicide or threat of suicide information (Pirkis, 2006). This study is valuable 

because it provides proven mathematical information, as well was conducted in and 

about Australia which is where the case takes place originally. It also is relevant 

because it shows what parts of media correlated to spiked amounts of suicides. 

Other conducted research has given more credence to preventing copycat 

suicides due to improper reporting by media outlets. This second study conducted by 

psychologists took a look at the types of suicide committed and interviewed various 

people who had relations with the deceased. They categorized the method of death, the 

relationship the interviewed person had with them, and media involvement factors. If 

they did not mention the media in their initial discussions, the interviewers would ask 

them about the media’s role.  

Their results were congruent with other studies previously discussed, but did 

open up a more detailed insight. They found that wording and terminology in reporting 
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are huge factors for the families involved, and ultimately how the public perceives it. 

They found that only half of their participants (40 total members were interviewed) didn’t 

originally mention the media, and there was multiple factors including age at time of the 

relational suicide taking place and the complete lack of reporting on it at all. Others said 

they did encounter the media and explained how they managed it and used it to be 

most productive. For example, one lady talked about how she actually wrote and 

worked with the local newspapers to open up a dialogue on bipolar disorder causing 

suicide and its effects on families. 

 Another interviewer, explained how a police officer became their liaison to the 

press because he knew how they worked and realized this family needed the grieving 

time after loosing someone to dying on train tracks. The study also addresses 

journalists badgering the families and the goal of accuracy and a good amount of 

privacy/ tact when being questioned (Chapple, 2013). This study is relevant because it 

talks to the people impacted most by media professionals in the aftermath of a suicide. 

It also is relevant because the people interviewed held the same standards as 

iMediaEthics was discussing based on the Press Council. 

Other research, from Julia Gandy (2014), found for her dissertation that suicide 

actually can be a ‘contagion’ effect. She states “Individuals already at risk of suicidal 

thoughts, attempts and other behaviours, may find similarities between themselves and 

those who have died by suicide” (2014, p.7). This is relevant because even by throwing 

away the amount of gross detail that is reported and realizing the inherent effect shows 
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how serious the matter actually is. This is important to take into account because the 

tragedy of one person, then can become the tragedy of multiple people. 

Lastly, a study based out of Taiwan by Yip, P., Kwok, S., Chen, F., Xu, X. & 

Chen,Y. found that when a newspaper/ media company refused to follow proper 

reporting guidelines, suicide rates accelerated. They found that a publication titled Apple 

Daily was actually sensationalizing reporting just to increase their marketing revenue. 

They also found that, “The established broadsheet newspapers increased the intensity 

of their suicide reporting; the reporting was associated with more suicide; and the rise in 

suicide incidence stimulated even more reporting” (2013, p.100). THus it created a huge 

loop of bad reporting and more suicides; perfect for money, but not for the public’s 

mental health. They all went on to say that this kind of reporting was nothing beneficial 

and media practitioners need to reevaluate what they are doing. 

Resolution and Conclusion 

Overall, this Australian case study is really sad and disheartening. Suicide 

reporting has guidelines that tend to not be followed and actually can create more harm 

for society than ever realized. This case study was never fully resolved, but 

iMediaEthics did reach out and try to inform the publication. This problem will probably 

never go away until we as a society realize how detrimental and massively impacting 

suicide is. It is not to be sensationalized to make money; it’s someone’s life and legacy. 

As media practitioners we should be focused on pushing away from sensational news 

and get back to where we originally started. It’s our responsibility to our readers and our 

communities all over the world to keep as many people safe. In conclusion, suicide 
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reporting guidelines need to be solidified, taken more seriously, and reprimands made 

when appropriate. 
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